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About This Game

Step into the world as it was millions of years ago! Time Transit uses its cutting edge technology to send you back in time on an
adventure of a lifetime. Navigate through mesmerizing landscapes from the depth of the oceans to the peaks of mountains.

From small friendly dinosaurs to gentle giants, experience wildlife from bygone ages close up.

Whether you are looking for adventure, wildlife, tranquility, action or relaxation, you will find it waiting just a couple million
years ago. Time Transit guarantees absolute safety during all its tours and places you in the safe hands of our automated tour

guides!

Travel back in time!
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Experience the world at different points in time during the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous eras spaning millions of years in a
few hours.

Play with Dinosaurs!

Our friendly dinosaurs are waiting to be pet and fed.

Climb!

Traverse a challenging vertical scenery.
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Solve puzzles!

The way forward can sometimes be tricky.

Study Dinosaurs!

The jungle is teeming with prehistoric life. Interesting facts and cute rewards are waiting for eager explorers.

Take a canoe ride!

Paddle down meandering rivers.
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Take 3D photos!

Capture your adventure in stunning lifelike images that feel like you are able to touch them.

Stay safe!

Our friendly tour guide will keep you safe from any unforseen events.
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Title: Time Transit VR
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Freetime Studio
Publisher:
Freetime Studio
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 480

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 21 GB available space

English
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time transit vr steam. time transit vr walkthrough. time transit vr review. time transit vr gameplay. time transit vr

What a charming game. I had low expecations but when I first saw Wadjet Eye Games on the screen I knew it couldn't be all
that bad. And it isn't. It's a fun puzzle game where you have to solve puzzles using multiple robots.
I do think there should've been a 'play in window' option in the game. It looks hideous full screen. Thank God the -windowed
launch option does work.
Anyway, I like it !

[Rating: 75\/100]. A fun little puzzle game, that combines minesweeper with "match three".. no configuration screen;
no settings;
no mouse control apart from left button;
no audio settings;
COMPLETELY ♥♥♥♥ING UNINTUITIVE;
how the ♥♥♥♥ am i supposed to just figure this ♥♥♥♥ing button mash out? AND HOW THE ♥♥♥♥ D00O I KNOW
WHAT THE ♥♥♥♥ IS GOIN ON? WTF DOES INVALID MOVE MODE BLOCKED SPAMMING ♥♥♥♥ING
MEAN????!!!!!!!
NO MAPS TO CHOOSE; HAVE NO ♥♥♥♥ING CLUE WTF. FOR REALS. NO WONDER IT'S FREE.

♥♥♥♥ING DEVELOPERS ARE ♥♥♥♥TARDS AND EXPECT US TO BE THE SAME AND THOSE WHO AREN'T
CAN'T FOR THE LIFE OF THEMSELVES FIGURE THE ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥OUT;

♥♥♥♥ YOU. I HATE YOU AND YOUR ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥TWATTY WASTE OF TIME.. The fact that it says in the
description that it's not very good because it's cheap should show how much they care about this game. They don't.

Edit: They saw my review and edited their description. And even deleted one of their comments below because it proved my
point. Real classy guy. Don't get this game.

Edit Edit: Oh wow now they are charging 5 dollars for this game?! This game wouldn't be worth one dollar! Biggest rip off I've
ever seen. Never touch this game people. It is utter crap.. I was expecting to play a classic and enjoyable action-platformer when
I first launched this game.
Well, it wasn't very enjoyable.
The plot is simple but exposition keeps getting shoved down your throat for way too long, unskippable dialogues and cutscenes
that drag on for too damn long.
The camera is pretty terrible, it gets stuck in corners, doesn't focus on ennemies during combat, at least it wasn't too
troublesome during platforming sequences.
The voice acting is a ridiculous load of crap, so is the writing, making the unskippable dialogues and cutscenes even more
unbearable.

"Look what the cat dragged in, an unpolished re-release !". I i like the game! i cant wait till more updates come!
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nobody ever plays this game. the graphics and idea are ok. if more people played it would be better but i have to say... this game
sucks. 3/10. Every last bit of me is embarrassed I finished this game. Still the best day of my life.. Surprisingly a good game.
Challenging. I only have an hour in as of writing this review but i barely made it like 11 levels in. It's super hard and makes you
want to use the bathroom even longer than you anticipated because "I NEED MUH WINS"

5\/7 would recommend

but i also don't recommend because i only have 11 levels in after an hour.. Don't even bother. Seriously. I have regrets in life,
and this is my biggest one.. Great design, nice story, witty diaglogues. But way waaaaay too short. Buy it on sale.. Very nice
game! History, SFX, visuals, everything very nice.
9/10. Good seated experience on the vive independence day style, unfortunately I'm prone to vr sickness in games like this. I can
play in roomscale for hours moving all around and feel great.

So to the folks like me steer clear but to others who dont get ill I will say give this game A try.. Want endless
platform/stealth/puzzle sections, RE camera angles, horribad story writing and hilariously lifeless facial expressions? You'll have
it. Want a point 'n click? Hmmm... maybe next time.
Definitely stay away from this one.. one of the best games i ever played !! amazing gamplay i remember myself playing this
game at my PS2. so much nostalgic ! but i dont know how save the game i dont think there is a option of save the game. Pretty
good game. Match 3 then repeat. I did find that the Warp and the Flash abilities that you receive while progressing through the
game were a little too powerful. They "took away" from the game...
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